LMC Polled AussiE
LMC Polled Aussie is a bull that
could represent the Breed’s Standard of
Excellence. He is a BEEF MACHINE that is
loaded with muscle, correctness, balance,
breed character, pedigree with a clean sheath
and plenty of bone. To top it off, he is double
polled. We own him with EL Salinas Ranch
owned by Beto Salinas. Polled Aussie is sired
by LMC WFF Pistolero and our Donna donor
who has produced lots of good ones for us.

SEMEN is AVAILBLE in the USA
$50 per unit – ten unit minimum.

A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to Beto for
giving me this great Polled Aussie daughter for my
birthday. She has MAMA Cow written all over. She
is out of a V8 cow sired by V8 901/4 and out of a
JDH Liberty cow. A super pedigree on a future solid
cornerstone for our breeding program.

We appreciate all of Beto’s support through the
years. We applaud him on all of the good work he
has done as Mayor for the City of Mission and South
Texas. THANKS to Beto’s leadership, Mission is
booming and making things happen. He has a very
productive Brahman herd.

Our ole buddy Kelly Barnard from Kansas owns two
very good Polled Aussie daughters headed up by
this soggy made BABY DOLL. Kelly has one of the
larger top quality polled Brahamn herds in America
that is loaded with YOUNG POLLED COW POWER
like LMC Polled Xilda.
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Simbrahs, Simbraviehs & POLLED Brahmans
CARLOS & SISTER GUERRA FAMILY
LMC Tobin’s Muneca 123/0 is Polled Aussie’s
maternal sister sired by Ambassador. She is co-owned
by Dr. Tobin Pennington and our son Victor. She is a
heavy muscled, long, strong spined powerful MAMA
COW that they are building their herd around.

LMC Polled Donna 315/7 is a full sister to Polled
Aussie and is a future donor. She has produced two
outstanding double polled Ambassador daughters
that we co-own with Kelly Barnard & England Farms
that offer our Golden Cross – Pistolero x Ambassador.
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